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The Bible of Trump 
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Spring 24 - I’ve Got the Power 
The mission is to explore how we can individual affect, and 
infect the culture in which we live. 

When I was a kid, I use to listen to kids programs on the radio; one of 

the programs in particular, Adventures in Odyssey.  It is an award-

winning audio drama series created for ages 8-12 and enjoyed by the 

whole family.  Episodes often start with the grandfatherly Mr. 

Whittaker (“Whit”), who runs an ice cream shop called Whit’s End.  

They last an average of twenty-five minutes and bring biblical 

principles to life, through a balance of fun, faith and imagination. One 

way the show tickled our imagination was with what Whit called the 

Imagination station.  It took the listener back in time to historical 

moments.  That said, if the station was in force here, we’d find 

ourselves back in time; post resurrection. These are the final days 

Jesus will spend here on earth.  His mission now is to wrap up his time 

here with some final instructions for his crew.  This time will lead us all 

the way up to what we call Pentecost. Where the text discusses that 

special moment where the power of the spirit fell on the people.  OUR 

FOCUS here; explore how we as a modern community, can access not 

just spiritual power, but the power to advance the culture in which we 

live. 

Scripture Lesson Text 
The Gospel According to Matthew Chapter 24, clause eleven, will help 

us understand how to differentiate between those who operate to our 

advantage, and those mean us harm.  FOR INSTANCE, the latest in 

culture, the brand new bible being sold by Donald Trump. What impact 

does this have on the culture? And how do we combat its impact?  
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https://www.adventuresinodyssey.com


Musical Presentation: 
Played by Mom Barbara Bell: Don’t Forget to Pray, Alleluia, Jesus Loves Me 

Person of the Day: 
1939, in a section of Wisconsin, an 18 year old enlisted in the U.S. Navy. 
Two years later, Lou Conter would bear witness to the attack that finally drew 
these states united into the Second World War.  15 minutes into his shift as 

quartermaster, the Japanese assault began on Pearl 
Harbor. Of the 2,403 American sailors, soldiers and 
civilians killed that day, 1,177 came from the USS 
Arizona; Conter was just one of 335 aboard the 
battleship to survive. Why Care? Lou Conter, 102, one 
of the last living ties to that date of infamy, passed 

away Monday at his home in Grass, Valley, California Claire Barrett, of The Army 

Times wants us to pause, and remember this  great piece of the American Story.  

Day of Hope: 
 is held on the first Wednesday in April every year. It is a day of inspiration 
and motivation for everyone to wake up to the need to rescue children and 
adults who are passing through phases of abuse of different kinds, 
sicknesses, and traumatic experiences. Did you know that children die daily 
from abuse and molestation in the U.S.? The primary purpose of observing 
this day is to strive to put an end to child abuse and neglect. It is time to 
rise to the call and give hope to the hopeless, in whatever little way we can. 

The First Virtual Church
6am - 518-263-8488 - or 9am on Demand -Day (3of4)
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https://apple.news/ApFqZCXQdPmmuZDy74Fffxg
https://nationaltoday.com/day-of-hope/
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